Summary. Equilibrium constants for aqueous reactions between lanthanide or actinide ions and (in-) organic ligands contain important information for various radiochemical problems, such as nuclear reprocessing or the migration of radioelements in the geosphere. We study the conditions required to determine equilibrium constants by time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy measurements. Based on a simulation study it is shown that the possibility to determine equilibrium constants depends upon the reaction rates in the photoexcited states of the lanthanide or actinide ions.
Introduction
The measurement of rate constants in equilibrium reactions is a crucial aspect in lanthanide and actinide chemsitry. Such rate constants, usually measured in aqueous systems and involving complexing inorganic or organic ligands, are required to predict the transport behaviour of the elements in the environment and for safety assessment studies of nuclear waste repositories [1, 2] . Several techniques are available for the determination of equilibrium reaction rate constants, such as potentiometry [3] , solvent extraction [4] [5] [6] , spectrophotometry [6] [7] [8] and electrospray mass-spectrometry [9, 10] or, in the case of fluorescent ions, Time-Resolved Laser-induced Fluorescence Spectroscopy (TRLFS) [11] [12] [13] [14] . This last technique allow quantitative measurements of very dilute solutions down to concentrations of 5 × 10 −13 M in the case of Cm 3+ [12] . This facilitates considerably the handling of highly radioactive materials and allows to study speciation under environmental conditions. When applied to radiochemical problems, TRLFS is more or less restricted to solutions of U(VI) [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , Cm(III) [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and various lanthanide(III) elements [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Among these, Eu(III) is the most commonly used one, as it is considered a good homologue of *Author for correspondence (E-mail: isabelle.billard@ires.in2p3.fr). 1 [39, 40] . The determination of equilibrium constants from TRLFS data was first described for the europium case [41, 42] . Several scenarios, i.e. fast and slow photochemical reactions, were discussed in [41] which allow one to deduce equilibrium constants based on TRLFS. In more recent years, the method has in particular been applied for actinide elements [18, 23, 28, 43] . However, the assumptions made in the analysis of the lanthanide case [41, 42] might not be valid for actinides. In fact, discrepancies appear between some studies when equilibrium reaction rate constants determined with TRLFS and other techniques are compared. Equilibrium constants differ, for example, by a factor of 7 for Cm 3+ /F − [23] , a factor of about 30 (depending on the ionic strength) for Cm 3+ /Cl − [44] , and a factor of 3 for Cm 3+ /OH − [29] and for Cm/SO 4 2− [44] . In other cases, however, the agreement between various methods is good (e.g., the systems UO 2 2+ /PO 4 3− , UO 2 2+ /SO 4 2− or UO 2 2+ /NO 3 − [16, 18, 45] ). This raises the question of the applicability of the TRLFS method for elements other than lanthanides.
In this contribution we first discuss the general scheme of chemical equations needed to describe a TRLFS experiment as well as a simplified model without photophysical reactions. In both cases, expressions for the equilibrium constants are given for a 1 : 1 complexation reaction in solution as well as the relationship between the two values. Based on previous work [18, 46] we then study the uranyl and europium cases in more detail. With the help of simulations, the conditions to derive equilibrium constants from TRLFS data are worked out.
Complexation reactions involving laser excitation
A solution is supposed to contain two species, M and L, which form a 1 : 1 complex. The general reaction scheme after pulsed laser excitation of M can be described as follows:
K is the equilibrium reaction rate constant in the ground state, k 1,2 are the reaction rate constants in the excited state and λ 1,2 are the intrinsic fluorescence decay rates of M * and ML * . In this scheme, M is the fluorescent probe and it is assumed that complexation, although modifying the electronic configuration of M, still allows for fluorescence to occur. In contrast, L is assumed not to absorb at the excitation wavelength. A typical experiment consists in measuring time-resolved emission spectra as a function of the ligand concentration up to a large excess with respect to the concentration of the metal ion.
Scheme (I) has been used to derive rate constants k 1 and k 2 between excited species for various systems of interest in photophysics [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . For those cases where only groundstate chemistry is involved, simple relationships are well known between the amplitudes of the emission spectra and the concentrations of the ground-state species. Also, the observed lifetimes are known to represent the distinct decay rates of the non-interacting excited species. In contrast, in the case of excited state reactions (which is the case examined in the above cited references), it is clear that neither of these simple relationships exist so that no information can be obtained on the K value in this case [54] .
This scheme has also been discussed for europium in two independant studies [41, 42] . One of the questions raised is under which conditions scheme (I), which leads to rather complicated rate equations, can be approximated by the following simpler model which neglects excited state reactions:
K app stands for the apparent equilibrium rate constant. In the following, expressions for the equilibrium constants K and K app will be derived in order to verify, whether or not K app is a good approximation to the constant K in scheme (I). Scheme (I) and model (II) will be treated in parallel in order to facilitate the comparison.
The equilibrium between the ground state species is given by:
, for scheme (I).
Expressions in square brackets denote activities. Eq. (1) is also valid once the laser beam has created the excited species M * and ML * , as it will be assumed that all excited concentrations are far below the ground-state ones. The equilibrium constant in the excited state is:
The time dependencies of M * and ML * follow from scheme (I) and model (II):
Upon integration one obtains:
Model II
Λ 1 and Λ 2 have negative values and are given by the roots of a second order polynomial:
In Eq. (5), Λ 1 is obtained for the positive sign and Λ 2 for the negative sign before the square root. For scheme (I), the decay spectrum, i.e. the time dependence of the sum of M * and ML * , contains two decaying channels that cannot be identified with the two fluorescing moieties M * and ML * : the two excited species both decay with two different lifetime values, (−1/Λ 1 ) and (−1/Λ 2 ), that are a function of [L] . In contrast, in the case of model (II), each decaying species is characterized by its own lifetime, λ i , respectively, can be written as:
where k rad,i is the radiative part of the total decay rate:
By defining ρ i as the fluorescence quantum yields:
and α and β as the absorption coefficients:
one obtains after integration:
The expressions for A, B, C and D are obtained from Eqs. (3), (4) and (8) :
Similarly, the intensities J I i and J II i associated to the emitting species M * and ML * , respectively, can be calculated as:
J I 1 and J I 2 contain the terms k rad,1 and k rad,2 , in contrast with the expressions derived in [41] which only contain the terms λ i . The inclusion of k rad,i appears reasonnable, since the radiative part (cf. Eq. (6)) determines the contribution of species i to the experimental emission spectrum.
Within scheme (I), each one of the emitting species decays with two rate constants (cf. Eq. (4)). Therefore, the expressions of the I i values represent the intensities of the emission spectra. Therefore, the emitting species M * and ML * can in principle be identified from an unfolding procedure of the total emission spectrum, and thus experiments are mainly based on the evaluation of emission rather than decay spectra. Nevertheless, it is clear that some physical information is also contained in the decay spectra and the derived lifetimes. This issue will be outlined below (see Sects. 4 and 5).
Finally, it is possible to calculate the fluorescence ratio, R fluo = J 2 /J 1 . It corresponds to the intensity ratio of solutions containing either only M * or ML * :
C ∞ and D ∞ are calculated for an infinitely large concentration of L. Experimentally, R fluo is obtained by dividing the total signal intensity of a solution with given [M] plus a large excess of L by the total signal intensity of a solution containing only M, at the same concentration as previously. Eqs. (11, 11 ) for R fluo are identical because R fluo is an experimental and model-independant parameter. Eq. (11 ) can also be obtained by the following simple reasonning: R fluo must be proportional to the ratio of the fluorescence quantum yields of the species. This factor is an intrinsic property of the species M * and ML * in a given solvent. Secondly, R fluo depends upon the relative amounts of species M * and ML * which are proportional to the absorption coefficients α and β (see Eq. (9)).
We now address the question of modeling experimental emission spectra with model (II). As explained above, R fluo can be determined from two independent measurements. Therefore, the experimental emission spectrum can be decomposed into two contributions. These are fitted to Eqs. (10 ) , which can be written in relative terms:
The equilibrium concentration [L] is a function of the initial concentrations [M] 0 and [L]
0 as well as of K app , which is thus the only unknown parameter of Eq. (12 ) . As is obvious from Eqs. (3), (3 ) to (10), (10 ), scheme (I) and model (II) lead to very different expressions for the various quantities discussed. This raises the question as to whether model (II) can be considered a reasonable approximation of the more complex scheme (I). This point is discussed qualitatively in the next section. In the subsequent section, the same issue is treated quantitatively with the help of simulations.
Approximation of scheme (I) by use of model (II): a qualitative approach 3.1 Regime A: photochemistry is negligible
If reactions in the excited state are negligible, i.e., for k 1 and
, no significant mixing occurs before the majority of excited species has decayed to their respective ground states. Model (II) is a good approximation of scheme (I) and one obtains, in agreement with [41, 42] :
Regime B: photochemistry is neither negligible nor dominating
Model (II) is not expected to be a good approximation of
Again, this qualitative result is in agreement with a previous study [41] , even though the quantitative results differ (Eq. (10)), as already stressed.
Regime C: photochemistry is the dominating process
The third case corresponds to rapid photochemical processes, where the equilibrium between the excited species is attained before a significant amount has decayed. This scenario differs considerably from the physical basis of model (II). In view of its simplicity, a fit of experimental emission spectra by use of model (II) might, however, still be attractive. The question remains as to the relationship between the derived K app value and the various parameters of the kinetic scheme (I). In the following, we will derive an expression of K app based on qualitative arguments which take into account light absorption, installation of equilibrium and decay to the ground-state:
i) The quantities of M * and ML * generated by laser excitation depend upon the equilibrium constant K and the photoabsorption coefficients α and β. The information on K which is contained in the values [M * (0)] and [ML * (0)] is lost due to the rapid photochemical processes (k 1,2 λ 1,2 ). These lead to new values of M * and ML * quasi instantaneously. Therefore, the measured equilibrium constant K app is proportional to K * . ii) For given values of K and K * , an increase in α (all other parameters constant) will create more [M * (0)]. This, in turn, will lead to an increasing complexation. Reversely, an increase in β will induce an enhanced dissociation of ML * . Therefore, K app is proportional to the ratio (α/β). iii) The time dependence of [M * ] and [ML * ] is governed by two processes, the depletion by deexcitation (λ 1 and λ 2 ) and the equilibrium reaction (K * = k 2 /k 1 ). Assuming λ 1 > λ 2 , which is generally the case, deexcitation occurs predominantly via the channel M * → M. Thus, more photons come from the M * decay than expected if no mixing would occur. With these considerations in mind, model (II) can be regarded as an approximation of scheme (I) with the following expression of K app :
This qualitative result can be applied to any fluorescent chemical system. It differs from the relation proposed in [41] which does not include the term (α/β)(τ 1 /τ 2 ).
In the case of lanthanides, the 4 f electrons, which are involved in the photoexcitation process, are strongly shielded. Hence one may assume that:
This yields:
It has to be noted that Eq. (14) is an approximation which is valid for lanthanide elements. This is not necessarily the case for actinides or other elements. In the following section we will go beyond the qualitative arguments and present simulations of the three photophysical regimes discussed until now.
Approximation of scheme (I) by use of model (II): a simulation study 4.1 Conditions of the simulation study
We will first discuss the influence of excited state reactions on the lifetimes of the decay channels (−1/Λ i ) and on the emission intensities J I i of the excited species. Subsequently, the feasability of approximating scheme (I) by model (II) will be investigated mainly for the case of fast excited state reactions.
As is obvious from Sect. 2, scheme (I) is based on a considerable number of parameters. A complete study of the influence of all the parameters is out of the scope of this work and the simulations are restricted to the effects of the excited state rate constants k 1 and k 2 . The choice of two different systems allows to illustrate the influence of some of the other parameters (λ 1 , λ 2 and α/β).
The three photochemical regimes are characterized as follows: negligible photochemical processes (regime A) are assumed to result in experimental lifetime values (−1/Λ 1 and −1/Λ 2 ) which do not vary by more than 5% over the total range of ligand concentrations. This corresponds to the typical uncertainty of TRLFS measurements. In regime A, the decays are biexponential, which can be verified by examination of the residuals.
In regime B, photochemical processes are not fast enough to fully mix the two excited states. However, their influence on the apparent lifetimes (−1/Λ 1 ) and (−1/Λ 2 ) cannot be neglected. The decay spectrum remains biexponential, as for regime A, but the lifetimes vary as a function of [L] (see Eq. (5)). Both lifetimes are supposed to be above 1 µs, which corresponds to the usual time-resolution of TRLFS systems used for radiochemical complexation studies. In both regimes the decay spectra are biexponential. However, in regime A, the lifetimes are independent of the ligand concentration, whereas in regime B they are not. The important point is that the two regimes A and B can be distinguished by a close examination of the decay spectra, not of the emission spectra.
In the case of regime C, it is well known [55] that the two decaying species cannot be distinguished via the lifetimes: one of the two lifetimes (−1/Λ 1 and −1/Λ 2 ) is very short (< 1 µs) while its associated intensity, I I i , tends to zero. The decay spectra appear therefore monoexponential and this can be easily checked by examination of the residuals. Note that in this case the monoexponential behaviour is not an indication of the presence of a single species in solution but of a fast mixing of at least two species. The regimes A, B and C can thus be distinguished by a close examination of the decay spectra. No information in that respect can be extracted from the emission spectra.
Two systems of interest to radiochemical problems have been chosen as model cases, i.e., UO 2 2+ /SO 4 2− and Eu(III)/carboxylate. Some parameter values needed for the simulation study were taken from published data, other values were defined within a physically reasonable range. For the two systems, the values of k rad,i were chosen within the constraints given by Eqs. (6) and (11) . Table 1 shows all parameter values that are used in the simulation study.
The actinide case is represented by the system UO 2 2+ / SO 4 2− which has been well characterized in a number of studies [56] . The TRLFS work of Geipel et al. [18] provides most of the experimental values needed for the simulations. The value (α/β), (see Table 1 ), was estimated experimentally from the absorption spectra of two solutions measured at λ exc = 270 nm, which is the wavelength used in [18] : 
The ligand concentration is small in order to mainly produce the 1 : 1 complex which is the one studied in the simulation. Note that in the work of Geipel and coworkers, the maximum concentration of the SO 4 2− ions was 0.35 M, which is needed to observe other complexes, such as 1 : 2 and 1 : 3.
For the lanthanide case, the system Eu(III)/carboxylate has been selected because for some of the carboxylate anions the interaction is limited to the formation of the 1 : 1 complex [46] . A particular carboxylate anion was not chosen because the TRLFS study of [46] clearly shows that all these anions behave similarly. The simulations were performed by assuming that the ligand is always fully deprotonated. Unfortunately, as indicated in [46] the measurement of the absorption spectra of a solution containing the 1 : 1 complex alone is not possible due to the precipitation of the complex. The value (α/β) was therefore arbitrarily chosen to be close to one. This corresponds to the values known for various lanthanide complexes. The chosen value of the ground state equilibrium constant (see Table 1 ) is in the typical range for the anions of this series [46] . Finally, [46] does not indicate the value of R fluo for any of the carboxylate ions studied. For the simulation study, in order to make differences between the uranium and the europium case, a value close to 1 has been arbitrarily chosen (see Table 1 ). The range of ligand concentration examined has thus been chosen such that, for the given K , the relative concentration of the complex is about 100%.
Results of the simulations
The three photochemical regimes are characterized by different values of excited state rate constants k 1 and k 2 . The respective k-ranges for the uranium and europium system are shown in Figs. 1, 2 . The dotted line in both figures corresponds to the limit above which the lifetime (−1/Λ 1 ) and its associated intensity value (I the figure, one can see that the role of k 1 and k 2 is symmetric: Above k 1 ≈ 1 s −1 , whatever the k 2 value, the system falls in regime C and, reversely, above k 2 ≈ 5 M −1 s −1 , regime C is obtained whatever the k 1 value. This shows that the type of regime is not defined by K * but by the couple (k 1 , k 2 ). In particular, if the k 2 value is very near the diffusion limit, regime C is to be considered.
In a second step (see Figs. 3 to 6 ), the dependence of (−1/Λ 1 ) and (−1/Λ 2 ) on [L] was examined for several k 1 -values representative of the three regimes. K * -values were fixed, K * = 50 M for the uranium case and K * = 210 M for the europium case. This latter value has been chosen close to the one of K (see Table 1 and Eq. (14)). For the uranium case, K * < K (see Table 1 ) was chosen in order to take into account possible differences between K * and K for actinides. Variations similar to those displayed in Figs Figs. 3, 4) . This is expected since λ −1 1 is an experimental parameter that does not (Fig. 7) and K * = 10 4 M (Fig. 8) . This last value has been chosen to examine the impact of K * on the observed speciation. The curves represent the results that would be expected from a typical TRLFS experiment: they do not represent the speciation of M * and ML * but the observed fluorescence intensities, i.e. the speciation weighted by the R fluo value. Therefore, equal contributions of M * and ML * are obtained for a ratio J 
−1 : the photochemical processes are not rapid enough to have a significant influence within the lifetime of M * and ML * , thus the speciation that is observed is that of the ground-state, as already explained above. On the contrary, if the photochemical processes are important (high k 1 values, regime C), the speciation is shifted towards higher [L] values for K * = 50 M and towards lower [L] values for K * = 10 4 M. The speciation that governs the emission spectra in regime C is K * (α/β)(τ 1 /τ 2 ) (see Eq. (13)). Hence, the lower the K * value, the higher [L] required for equal contributions of the two emitting species. In the case of europium, due to the similar values of K and (α/β)(τ 1 /τ 2 )K * chosen for the simulation, no shift is visible for increasing k 1 values (data not shown). The shift observed in Figs. 7, 8 clearly shows that the K app value derived with model (II) does not equal K , otherwise the speciation would not depend on k 1 (or K * ). For two uranium cases (K * = 50 M or K * = 10 4 M) the calculated speciation (in terms of J I i see, e.g., Fig. 7 ) accord- ing to scheme (I) is fitted by χ 2 minimization with Eq. (12 ) (model II) in order to derive K app . The resulting values are displayed in Fig. 9 along with the K app values for high (Eq. (13)) and low (K app ≈ K ) photochemical reaction rates. The K app values obtained from the fitting procedure vary within these respective limits. Thus, Eq. (13) corresponds to the limiting K app value for high rates k 1 (regime C) which confirms the qualitative arguments presented in Sect. 3.3. In regime A and C, the χ 2 values are excellent (below 0.001), which demonstrates that model (II) is a good approximation of scheme (I) for these two regimes. For regime B, the χ 2 values are significantly higher (up to 0.03, which means that the calculated J For the europium case, since K * ≈ K and (α/β)(τ 1 /τ 2 ) ≈ 1, no significant difference is observed between the result from Eq. (13) and the expression K app ≈ K (data not shown).
Finally, scheme (I) can also be confronted with model (II) with respect to the lifetime expressions. In regime A, as previously shown for the emission spectra, model (II) is a very good approximation of scheme (I). In regime B, the approximation with model (II) is not valid as the two lifetimes 2 values. In regime C, scheme (I) leads to a monoexponential behaviour of the decay spectra, while model (II) implies a bi-exponential behaviour. Therefore, an approximation of the lifetime values through model (II) appears difficult. However, an expression has been suggested [41] where the biexponential behaviour is hidden in a single lifetime λ −1 obs obtained from a monexponential fit of the decay spectrum. This simplified equation is: For the europium case, since K * ≈ K , the lifetime variations derived from Eq. (16) are in good agreement with the values calculated with scheme (I). However, if K * is very different from K (keeping α/β and λ i as indicated in Table 1 ), the discrepancy clearly appears as well.
Discussion
In a first step, literature data on radiochemical systems studied by TRLFS are collected and tentatively associated to one of the three regimes of interest (A, B or C) described above. This review is by no means complete. Inorganic ligands have deliberately been favored and complex systems such as natural ground waters and humic or fulvic complexing agents have not been considered. As stressed above, the shape of the decay spectra (mono vs. multiexponential) yields important information on the regime (A, B or C) that is valid for a given system. In the publications examined below, the type of fitting that was used (mono or multi exponential) is usually indicated or the shape of the decay spectra is mentioned. In some cases, decay spectra are also displayed.
For uranium systems with ligands such as arsenate [22] or silicic acid [21] multiexponential decay spectra are observed. These two systems correspond therefore to either regimes A or B. Multiexponential behaviour was also found for hydrolysed uranyl ions [17, 19, 57] . In the study of [19] , the two lifetimes are independent of pH which is strongly in favor of an attribution to regime A. In [20] , however, a monoexponential behaviour is reported for this system. Thus, it is concluded that photochemical processes are fast, which would correspond to regime C. For the ligand SO 4 2− , the reported spectra are multiexponential [18] (regime A or B). For fluoride ions, the situation appears somewhat more controversial. [15] concludes that photochemical processes are very fast and that the values of K * (for the 1 : 1 and 1 : 2 complex) are different from those of the ground state (one being smaller, the other one larger). In contrast, the decay was found to be biexponential when the UO 2 2+ and the 1 : 1 complex are present, while the decay becomes monoexponential when the 1 : 1 and 1 : 2 complex exist in solution [58] . Multiexponential decays are reported in [59] , whatever the species present in solution. Finally, a recent round-robin test on these systems ascribes multiexponential behaviour to UO 2 2+ /OH − , UO 2 2+ /SO 4 2− and UO 2 2+ /F − [60] . In the case of europium, the two previous studies by Horrocks and Ermolaev [41, 42] already showed that systems corresponding to either regimes A, B or C exist. For ligands of similar structures (such as malonate, succinate, glutarate...), or depending on the stoiechiometry, monoexponential as well as biexponential decays are reported [30, 61] .
An actinide element often used for fluorescence studies is curium. Upon complexation with F − [23] , CO 3 2− [24, 26, 27] , SO 4 2− [28] , Cl − [44] and OH − [29] , the decays are exclusively monoexponential which corresponds to regime C. The existence of fast photochemical processes is assumed in [23, 28] . To our knowledge, in solution, the only curium systems with multiexponential decays are the ones with organic ligands [62, 63] and the mixed system Cm/Am with humic acids. In this case, the two lifetimes are reported to vary as a function of pH [64] which would correspond to regime A or B. Note that a bi-exponential decay is described for Cm embedded in a solid calcite lattice [65] , which does not compare well with the aqueous solutions discussed in this work (in particular, no diffusion of the species is forseen in the lattice).
From the above examples the following conclusions can be drawn: i) Uranyl systems correspond to regime A or B, with the possible exception of the F − ligand. ii) For europium, systems belonging to either one of the three regimes have been reported. iii) Curium systems fall within regime C for all inorganic ligands investigated so far.
Depending on the element of interest, different relationships result between the K app values determined by TRLFS and the values of K .
For the uranium systems (with the possible exception of F − ), the value of K app , which is determined by TRLFS and model (II), is in fact equal to K (see Sect. 3.1). This is confirmed in the case of the UO 2 2+ /SO 4 2− system [18] by the very good agreement between the equilibrium constant as recommended by NEA and the value from TRLFS.
In the case of europium complexation, depending on the type of ligand, TRLFS experiments give access directly to K (regime A) or cannot be used to derive K (regime B). For a system that falls within regime C, the determination of K is feasible, provided that the term (α/β)(τ 1 /τ 2 ) is measured or known: In fact, for a few Eu(III) systems the K app value derived by TRLFS has been compared to the value derived by other techniques. It happens that τ 2 values are below 140 µs [46, 61] while the τ 1 ≈ 110 µs corresponds to the lifetime of the free europium ion [34, 66, 67] . This yields τ 1 /τ 2 ≈ 1-1.3. In addition, the strong shielding of the 4 f electrons in lanthanide elements should result in small variations of the absorption coefficient upon complexation [68] [69] [70] , which would give α/β ≈ 1. Hence, the correction term (α/β)(τ 1 /τ 2 ) is close to unity. This would explain the agreement obtained between equilibrium constants measured by TRLFS and other techniques [46] .
For the systems composed of curium and inorganic ligands, on the other hand, the K app values derived by TRLFS are related to K * rather than to K (see Eq. (13)). To our knowledge, no simple relationship between K * and K has been derived for 5 f elements and the assumption of K * ≈ K relies on the similarities in the chemistry of 4 f and 5 f elements, a question that does not seems to be straightforward [71] . However, a difference between K and K * might be important, as it can be very large in some systems, e.g., K * = 10 −2.8 and K = 10 −9.5 for deprotonation of 2-naphtol [51] . In addition, even with the assumption of K * ≈ K , the ratio (α/β) is needed to infer K from K app . This value is not easy to determine, because of the large amount of Cm required for an absorption measurement. In conclusion, for Cm systems several questions are left open concerning the relationship between K app , K * and K . This point is of a certain relevance for calculations of the migration of curium in the environment [72] . One may also wonder why inorganic ligands lead to regime A with U(VI) and to regime C with Cm.
Conclusion and perspectives
Although the physical reasoning on which Eq. (13) is based is confirmed by the simulations (see Fig. 9 ), its experimental verification is highly desirable. To this end, a system should be chosen where K * is well known, since, in principle, (α/β)(τ 1 /τ 2 ) can be measured independently. This implies that an experimental verification should be performed for lanthanide systems, for which the assumption K * ≈ K is supported by experimental evidence.
The ratio of the absorption coefficients (α/β) depends sensitively on the excitation wavelength. For europium systems, an excitation at 394 nm or 578 nm is known to lead to (α/β) ≈ 1. A pronounced difference between α and β can be obtained by use of the antenna effect for lanthanide complexes [39, 40, 73] : At excitation wavelengths in the near-UV region the absorption of the free ion is negligible (α ≈ 0) while the complex is excited after photoabsorption by the ligand and subsequent energy transfer to the metal center (β α). A TRLFS test experiment should therefore be performed for the same system (europium and a ligand suitable for the antenna effect) at two different excitation wavelengths, while keeping all other parameters (temperature, concentration ratio of ligand to europium ...) constant. It is thus expected that the K app value obtained at the two excitation wavelengths by use of model (II) will differ significantly. Experiments of this kind performed in our laboratory confirm this hypothesis and will be published separately.
The choice of the proper system for studying the role of τ 1 /τ 2 is more difficult. The lifetimes are intrinsic properties of the excited systems and cannot be modified by external factors. A system for a TRLFS test experiment should have considerably different τ 1 and τ 2 values. The derived K app value would then be compared to the one obtained with other techniques, such as potentiometry or spectrophotometry. The complexing agent should not be too strong. The resulting high K app value would make the comparison of the various methods (∆K app ) difficult due to small ∆K app /K app ratios. The difference induced by the factor τ 1 /τ 2 must exceed the uncertainties of K app for the experiment to be conclusive. This implies roughly (τ 1 /τ 2 ) < 1/8. For europium (τ 1 = 110 µs) systems, however, ligands with τ 2 > 800 µs (mainly macrocyclic ligands [39, 74] ) are usually very efficient complexing agents with complexation constants in the range of 10 12 or more [75, 76] . These values are too high for the confrontation of the different methods (∆K app /K app < 10 −10 ). At present, no ligand suitable for such a comparative experiment has been defined.
To summarize, focussing on lanthanide and actinide systems, the interplay between ground and excited state reactions in laser fluorescence experiments has been studied. Simulations were performed as a function of the reaction rates in the excited state for UO 2 2+ and Eu 3+ complexation as examples. Information on ground-state equilibrium constants can be obtained, if the photochemical reaction rates are either slow or fast with respect to the lifetimes of the excited species: In the case of slow reactions, the measured equilibrium constant corresponds to the K value. For fast reactions the measured value corresponds to Eq. (13) . Ground state equilibrium constants K can be inferred if the absorption coefficients of the ground state species and the lifetimes of the excited states are known. In addition, the relationship between K and K * must be known which is generally the case for lanthanide systems (K ≈ K * ). In the case of actinide elements more information is desirable.
